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nuts & bolts



technical counselor Pigeons and Lizards Do your wheels imitate either one? I S HMAEL FUE NT E S



igeons can walk around a statue for hours with toes that point inward. Lizards dash around with toes that point outward. Nature’s given us pretty good examples that progress can be made either way. That’s a good thing when it comes to airplanes, because nobody can agree whether their wheels should “toe-in” or “toeout”—the name given to the angle between a line drawn through the middle of the tires when viewed from above and the fore/aft centerline of the airplane—in other words, the direction the wheels are pointed. The alignment of wheels on an airplane is a complex subject, full of inter-related angles that change with the weight, position, and attitude of the airplane. The topic is often overlooked when discussing ﬂying qualities and performance because it only affects an airplane for the small percentage of its life it spends moving on the ground. That small percentage is critically important, though, because the vast majority of accidents happen when the airplane is either on the ground or in the act of leaving or returning to it. The deﬁning work on landing gear for small airplanes is Ladislao Pazmany’s Landing Gear Design for Light Aircraft. In two volumes, he mentions toe-in and toe-out only brieﬂy, concluding that if there is any common agreement on toe-in/toe-out, it is that “the wheels should run straight (zero toe-in) at normal operating weight.” He notes: “It is a controversial subject…after consulting with…aeronautical engineers and landing gear experts…the answers were mixed.” Even if experts can’t agree on the theory of the thing, 106
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Different landing gear designs and different airframes have different toe-in/toe-out requirements.
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aircraft designers have to make airplanes that handle the real world of runways and winds. In almost all aircraft, the designer ﬁnally settles on a toe angle that works, and then provides some adjustment in the landing gear. Let’s examine three types of landing gear in widespread use on homebuilt airplanes and how toein/toe-out is adjusted.



The Leaf Spring



When the gear ﬂexes, the main motion is in and out. It resists rotation that would change toe-in. (For toe-in/toe-out purposes, the inverted V-strut landing gear found on Cubs, high-wing Pipers, and homebuilts



the wheel are separate pieces, bolted on to the leaf. In the toe-in/toe-out world, this is a good thing, because it means that adjustments may be made without altering the attachment of the gear or affecting other alignments. In most cases the vertical surface of the gear leg is aligned parallel to the longitudinal centerline of the aircraft, and toe-in/toeout is adjusted by placing thin wedge-shaped shims, precisely machined in 1/4, 1/2, 3/4, or 1 degree increments, between the axle and the leaf.



Even if experts can’t agree on the theory of the thing, aircraft designers have to make airplanes that handle the real world of runways and winds.



First, there’s the simple leaf spring. Made from steel, composite, or aluminum, this type of gear is found on airplanes of all kinds. You’ll see leaf spring gear on Kitfoxes, Zenairs, Sonerais, and some varieties of Pitts. It can be a one-piece unit, spanning the fuselage and forming both gear legs, or it might involve two individual pieces.



like the Bearhawk can be treated like a leaf spring. The V-strut, unlike the spring, is inﬂexible, but it is hinged at the top and can only swing inboard/ outboard.) Since the leaf is ﬂat, there’s no way to make an axle out of the leaf itself. Instead, the axles that will support



Tapered Rod Probably the simplest landing gear in widespread use is Steve Wittman’s elegant tapered-rod design found on the Sonex, Tailwind, Thorp T-18, and the ubiquitous RV-everything-
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except8. In this case, the gear leg is just a tapered steel rod with a round cross-section. On the airplane end, the round end slides into some sort of tubular receiver (often part of the engine mount), where it is secured by a bolt. On the wheel end, the rod is bent to form an axle. A ﬂanged sleeve is bolted on, inboard of the wheel, to attach the brake, and the outer tip of the rod is threaded to accept a wheel retention nut. As simple as this arrangement is mechanically, it is actually much more complicated in the way it affects toe-in/toe-out. A glance at the geometry shows why. The slightest rotation of the rod will affect toe-in/toe-out. And there’s more than one way to rotate the rod. When the leg is initially installed in



the mount and the hole joining the two is drilled, toe angle is essentially ﬁxed forever. Very small errors in rotational alignment at the top of the leg will swing the axle through a larger arc and change the toe angle signiﬁcantly. Even when the gear is perfectly aligned, the round rod does not resist twisting the way a leaf or V-strut gear leg does, and any twist will change the angle of the axle in or out compared to the longitudinal centerline of the airplane. Applying weight to the gear (say, when the airplane touches down) tends to twist the gear leg, so the toe setting varies continuously during a landing. While you might expect this characteristic to make tapered rod airplanes tricky to land, it actually makes



things better. There are no oleos, bungee cords, or other shock-absorbers possible in a tapered rod design, so it dissipates absorbed energy by scrubbing the tires slightly back and forth. The range of motion is quite small, so controlling the airplane is not difﬁcult. One of the prices for the simplicity and affordability of the tapered rod gear is a slight increase in tire wear.



Retractable Legs Retractable landing gear legs come in many ﬂavors, but most are based on some sort of motion-damping strut. Usually the lower portion of the leg is essentially a round piston that slides up and down inside a cylinder within the upper section of the leg. Motion is damped by air, oil, or
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You can become an EAA Lifetime Member for $975. Enjoy all the wonderful benefits of EAA Lifetime Membership knowing you played an integral role in keeping the love of Recreational Aviation alive for future generations.



a spring. Because the tube is almost invariably round, there must be some way to keep the wheel and axle from simply spinning around and pointing whatever way the airplane is going. This is usually accomplished by a scissor-link—a neat little mechanical arrangement for preventing the gear leg from rotating while still permitting vertical, shock-absorbing motion. On such airplanes, there is little tendency for the toe setting to vary with weight or attitude, so often no adjustment of toe-in/toe-out is possible. A few airplanes allow shimming the scissor link to ﬁne-tune toe settings.



Getting It Right You can’t accurately judge whether the alignment is correct simply by looking at the airplane. The manufacturer must deﬁne the exact condi-



It would be incorrect to conclude the wheels were misaligned, however, because Van’s Aircraft speciﬁes that, when aligning the landing gear, all weight must be off the landing gear and the airplane must be level both longitudinally and laterally. When a straight alignment bar is arranged across the back of the axles and adjusted until it is exactly perpendicular to the centerline of the fuselage, the outboard tips of both axles should be within 1/16-inch forward of the bar. Getting this right and drilling the bolt hole through the gear leg and mount was one of the real deepbreathing exercises on early RV kits. To the vast relief of builders, this task is now done in factory jigs before the



Drilling the bolt hole through the gear leg and mount was one of the real deepbreathing exercises on early RV kits. tions under which the toe-in/toe-out is measured and set. Take the case of a Van’s RV-6, a tailwheel airplane with a tapered rod landing gear sweeping aft from the engine mount. It is quite common for the wheels to look slightly splayed toe-out when the airplane is parked.
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kit is shipped. Another popular homebuilt design is Jim Bede’s BD-4. It uses a somewhat unusual landing gear: a pivoting leaf spring that is snubbed at the top of the leg by a small rubber absorber, something like a dynafocal engine vibration mount. The builder’s manual instructions are quite vague on just what the toe setting should be. They tell the builder to put some straight beams on the face of the leg, extending fore and aft, then measuring from the fuselage to each end. What’s the right measurement? It’s left unsaid, but reading between the lines, it’s probably supposed to be equal, which would mean there is no toe-in/toe-out. Shimming the axle is recommended for ﬁne adjustment.
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What Could Go Wrong? It is easy to imagine that if the wheels are not pointed in the right direction, the airplane may become difﬁcult to control and parts of it may suffer wear or damage. Although it is difﬁcult to get the toe angle so wrong that it makes the airplane impossible to control, the wrong settings can make the airplane track one way or another, or “hunt” back and forth. Particularly on tailwheel airplanes, which already have a directional strike against them, it can be disconcerting even if it isn’t bad enough to be dangerous. Probably the biggest effect of improper toe-in/toe-out is on tire wear. Tires that aren’t aligned correctly will wear faster, sometimes dramatically faster, than tires that are rolling true.



Replacing even small airplane tires is expensive—another incentive to get it right. If you’re building a new design, or don’t have the advantage of a manufacturer’s speciﬁcation, you’re probably best to start off following Mr. Pazmany’s advice and set the toe-in/ toe-out so the wheels run straight at normal operating weight. Then watch the results and join the debate. Maybe the Wright brothers and the designers of the X-15 had the right idea: skids. HOW HAS A TECH COUNSELOR HELPED YOU? E-mail your TC success stories to [email protected] with TC as the subject.
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